14th February, 2017

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST FOR IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING (RPL) UNDER PRADHAN MANTRI KAUSHAL VIKAS YOJANA (PMKVY)

NSDC is committed to develop an evidence base for the skilling environment in India and to that effect, NSDC conducts sector wise and district wise human resource and skill requirement studies. Herein, NSDC invites expression of interest for conducting an Impact Assessment of Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) under Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY). PMKVY is one of the Flagship Schemes undertaken by NSDC. Under PMKVY, special focus is given to RPL wherein the prior competencies of candidates are assessed. Individuals with prior learning experience or skills will also be assessed and certified under Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL).

The Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship (MSDE) has designated NSDC to carry out RPL with a target of 40 Lakhs people by 31st March, 2020.

To express interest in carrying out the study kindly furnish the following information in a tabular format -

- Name of the Firm
- Nature of the Firm
- Staff Strength in India
- Year of incorporation in India
- Strength of Management Consulting Team on rolls of the firm in India
- Number of Directors/Partners in the consulting practice in India
- Number of Offices in India
- Ratio of Management Consultants to Partner Strength
- Number of relevant years of experience in carrying out primary and secondary research as well as impact assessment studies
- Execution of the study - Independently or in Consortium

Alongside, provide a scanned copy of the declaration letter.

Please email both the documents to NSDC by 5:00pm, 6th March, 2017 at gipson.varghese@nsdcindia.org

Thank you.